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ord Motor Co.’s plans for its future products include a straightforward target: Be the
fuel-economy leader in each segment. It also
wants its Ford brand to move upscale to attract
former Mercury buyers. Its plans for Lincoln include seven new or improved products by 2014,
all of which are to be clearly distinguished from
Ford-brand vehicles.
Jamie LaReau in Detroit is responsible for
digging deeper into the details of Ford’s plans.
LaReau, who joined Automotive News in November 2004, has been covering Ford since
2009. She also has covered General Motors and
marketing.

Ford aims to be technology, fuel-economy leader
ord Motor Co. is determined to be a leader in
technology and fuel economy with its future Ford
and Lincoln lineups.
As part of that effort it will add MyFord Touch technology to 80 percent of the Ford model lineup by the
2014 model year, in some cases as standard equipment.
It also will launch two hybrid vehicles and develop
more direct-injection turbocharged EcoBoost engines.
The Ford brand also is taking some of its products
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upscale. For example, the restyled 2013 Taurus will offer interior refinements and improved fuel economy
with the 2.0-liter EcoBoost engine.
And look for Ford to raise the bar for future Lincoln
products. Ford Motor, in an effort to rebuild its remaining luxury brand, intends to differentiate Lincoln’s designs more clearly with seven new or improved Lincoln
products by the 2014 model year.
Here are Ford’s plans for the 2012-14 model years, according to sources inside Ford and in the industry.
— Jamie LaReau

PRODUCT PLAN
Model year

the
expert

2012

2013

2014

FORD

Focus Electric debut
Focus ST debut (or 2013)
Flex freshen
Expedition freshen/reskin
(or 2013)

Fusion redesign
Taurus restyle
C-Max small minivan debut
Escape redesign
Transit Connect redesign

Fiesta restyle
Edge redesign (or 2015)
Explorer freshen (or 2015)
F-series Super Duty freshen

LINCOLN

MKT freshen (or 2013)
Navigator restyle

New small crossover debut
MKZ redesign
MKS restyle

MKX redesign

Plug-in and hybrid versions of the C-Max are likely to arrive next year.

Ford’s products
get lighter, faster
and move upscale

The MKZ gets a
new platform for
2013. This is the
current model.

Jamie LaReau
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ord Motor Co.’s future-product focus is on improved fuel
economy by making its vehicles smaller and engines lighter
without sacrificing performance, safety or luxury.
It also wants to push the Ford brand more upscale to capture
customers orphaned by the shutdown of the Mercury brand, and to attract new buyers with more product offerings.
Ford has said 90 percent of its North American nameplates will be
available with direct-injection turbocharged EcoBoost engines as
standard equipment or as an option by 2013. That engine puts out as
much power as heavier V-8s or conventional six-cylinder engines.
By the end of this year, the EcoBoost will be offered as an option
on five of Ford’s 15 North American
nameplates: the Flex crossover,
Taurus sedan, F-150 pickup, Edge
crossover, and Explorer crossover.
Ford also is developing a 1-liter
three-cylinder EcoBoost engine for
subcompact and compact cars that
is likely to arrive in 2013.
Here are highlights for Ford’s
2012-14 model years.
Fiesta: The subcompact went on
sale in May 2010 as a 2011 model.
Ford introduced the redesigned
The car likely will get the 1.0-liter
2013 Taurus this year at the
three-cylinder EcoBoost engine
New York auto show.
Ford is developing as an option in
the 2013 or 2014 model year. A restyling is due in the 2014 model year.
Spy photos have caught a sporty variant of the Fiesta in Europe. It is
likely to land here in the 2013 model year.
Focus: Ford launched the redesigned Focus this year on Ford’s global compact platform.
An electric version is planned for the 2012 model year. A performance version called the Focus ST, with a 2.0-liter EcoBoost engine,
will go on sale in 2012.
There is talk that the 1.0-liter EcoBoost Ford announced it is developing could find a home in the Focus as a fuel economy option in the
2013 or 2014 model year.
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see FORD, Page 14

Lincoln promises seven new
or improved vehicles by 2014
Jamie LaReau
jlareau@crain.com

incoln will have seven new or improved products
by 2014, Ford Motor Co. has promised Lincoln
dealers. Ford’s global product chief, Derrick
Kuzak, has said Ford will show some new or
refreshed Lincoln products this year.
As Lincolns are redesigned, they will be differentiated from Ford models not only by their technology but
by sheet metal, their wheelbase and the length of the
front and rear overhangs. Some models will get
unique powertrains paired with eight-speed transmissions.
Here are highlights for Lincoln’s 2012-14 model years.
Compact vehicles: Lincoln will get a small
crossover based on Ford’s next-generation Kuga
from Europe, possibly by the 2013 model year. That
vehicle would sit on the global compact car platform
currently underpinning the Focus.
Ford also is considering a compact car for Lincoln,
though that may not come before the 2016 or 2017
model year.
MKZ: The MKZ will get different styling from its sibling, the Ford Fusion, when the sedans are re-
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designed for the 2013 model year and move to Ford’s
global mid-sized platform.
The MKZ’s launch could trail the launches of the
Fusion and Mondeo by a few months as Ford refines
MKZ interiors.
MKS: Ford is expected to restyle the MKS sedan for
the 2013 model year. The biggest change will be in the
appearance of the grille and sides, with a more
streamlined design. But the MKS will keep the vertical orientation to the taillights, even as other Lincoln
vehicles move to a horizontal look.
The MKS will continue to offer the 3.5-liter turbocharged direct-injection EcoBoost V-6 engine. It
might get the 2.0-liter four-cylinder EcoBoost engine
that Ford is giving the Taurus at that time, too.
But look for the MKS to have a dramatically differentiated style from the 2013 Taurus, with more premium materials used for the MKS’s interior.
MKX: Ford reskinned the mid-sized crossover for
the 2011 model year. Lincoln is expected to redesign
the MKX for the 2014 model year on Ford’s global
mid-sized platform.
see LINCOLN, Page 14

